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Focus on Workers’  Compensation

Recalling the founding of the ACBA and our purpose
By Ron Schuler

On February 28, the Allegheny
County Bar Association will
commemorate the 150th anniversary
of its founding. While other cities
established bar associations prior to
Pittsburgh (the Hartford County Bar
Association purports to be the oldest,
founded in 1783), the founding of
Pittsburgh’s new bar association
occurred at the beginning of a period
in which the legal zeitgeist buzzed
about the formation of organizations –
corporations and partnerships in the
business world, and “associations” in
the professional world.  
As the first president of what was

then known as the “Pittsburgh Law
Association,” Adam Mercer Brown said,
“Organization is the great industrial,
commercial and professional lever of
the age,” and only two weeks before,
the most influential bar in the country
established the Association of the
Bar of the City of New York in that
same spirit.  
Three years earlier, a small group

of Pittsburgh’s elite lawyers had
cooperated in the founding of the
Allegheny County Law Library. With
the momentum of that project behind
them, some of them got together and
solicited a charter for the establishment
of the Pittsburgh Law Association.
Corporate lawyer John Henry Hampton,
who had written the legislation for the
charter of the law library, was the
author of the state legislation creating
the Association, which was signed into
law on February 28, 1870.  
But these founders had more than

mere “organization” on their minds.
The New York founders were explicit
about their aims: they were establishing
their Association for the public benefit,
and in order to restore the dignity of
the legal profession within the context

of New York’s corrupt “machine”
politics. Likewise, the Pittsburgh Law
Association was meant to be an
instrument of reform in Pittsburgh. 
As Brown said, “When earnest,

honest and fearless associations shall
be formed and work together for the
same end, then the spirit of reform
will be promoted, the character and
morality of the profession elevated
and improved, and the dignity of
the American Bar advanced.” The
Association would be the vehicle
through which the elite lawyers of
Pittsburgh, as stewards of democracy,
would promote the rule of law and
American constitutional principles
within the community.
At its first meeting on March 19,

1870, 20 members were present for

the election of Brown as the first
president, John H. Bailey as vice
president, W.S. McCune as secretary
and Marcus W. Acheson as treasurer.
Within two months of its founding, 165
out of the approximately 350 lawyers
who were members of the Pittsburgh
bar had been accepted or applied for
membership. They met monthly during
that first year, on Saturday afternoons,
to discuss such topics as eliminating
the minor judiciary, setting standards
for admission to the bar, and
establishing minimum fees.
After Brown stepped down at the

end of the first year, the then-publisher
of this journal, James W. Murray, was
elected as the new president; but the
regular activities of the Association
came to a halt, and would not be

revived until Hampton, the author of
the Association’s charter, was elected
as president in 1882. During Hampton’s
one-year term as president, the name
was changed to the “Allegheny County
Bar Association.”  
Over time, as the “age of organization”

merged and overlapped with an “age
of democratization,” the ACBA ceased
to be an organization of the so-called
elite lawyers of Pittsburgh only, and
eventually became an organization
that invited all members of the Pittsburgh
legal profession to join and take part
in defining its aims and objectives.
Our bar association, especially with
the jolt of energy it received upon
the arrival of James I. Smith, III as
executive director in 1962, has
become one of the most admired bar
associations in the nation for its large
and attentive membership, innovative
spirit and collegiality.  
Although democratization has

happily given greater opportunities
for previously marginalized voices to
be heard and enhanced the atmosphere
for spirited debate, there is much that
unifies us within the ACBA. Today, we
are still the stewards of democracy,
and we are called upon to be the
public faces of the American constitu-
tional system through our service to
the community. This year, as our
president Lori McMaster has
declared, is a “Year of Impact;” but it
is important for us to remember what
our founders believed: that reform is a
never-ending process, and by serving
the public collectively through our
Association, we may not only have an
impact on our community, but we may
elevate our own character and the
dignity of our work. n

A r t i c l e s  o n  w o r k e r s ’  c o m p e n s a t i o n  b e g i n  o n  p a g e  3 .

Lori McMaster, president of the Allegheny County Bar
Association, issued the following statement in response to
recent reports that Allegheny County Common Pleas Judge
Mark Tranquilli allegedly used racially derogatory words to
describe a Black juror.
“In remaining steadfast to the Allegheny County Bar

Association’s mission and values, we have a duty to our

members, our clients, and the African American and broader
communities at large, to continue to take action to eliminate
implicit and explicit racial bias in our legal system. As such,
the ACBA is demanding a complete investigation by the
Judicial Conduct Board of Pennsylvania of Judge Tranquilli’s
alleged communications to ensure that this matter receives
prompt attention and a just resolution.” n

Statement from ACBA President Lori McMaster

The Homer S. Brown Division (HSBD) of the Allegheny
County Bar Association (ACBA) recently celebrated the
appointment of Allegheny County’s first African American
President Judge as a belated, but important, step forward for
our region. Unfortunately, just one year later, we are confronted
with an example of the systemic racism that both attorneys
and litigants of color face all too often in our local courts.
We are disheartened to learn of allegations that Judge

Mark Tranquilli made racially derogatory remarks at the
conclusion of a case over which he was presiding. In remaining
steadfast to the mission of HSBD, we have a duty to our
members, our clients and the African American community
at large to continue to take action to eliminate implicit and
explicit racial bias in our legal system. As such, HSBD

demands that the Judicial Conduct Board of Pennsylvania
initiate a thorough and timely investigation of Judge
Tranquilli’s alleged communications, with appropriate
referral to the Court of Judicial Discipline for the imposition
of all appropriate sanctions. 
HSBD condemns any judicial conduct that is demeaning,

racist, or discriminatory to any person and considers such
behavior to undermine the fair administration of justice.
Those elected or appointed to serve in our judiciary must be
held to the highest standard. African Americans and all
people of color must have every confidence that they will be
treated impartially and with the utmost respect during
encounters with our judicial system, without exception. 
Our system of justice deserves nothing less. n

Statement from the ACBA Homer S. Brown Division
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Lack experience in a specific area but 
don’t want to turn down a potential case?

Work with attorney Bob Garber.
• Family Law   • Non-violent Crimes
• Wills and Estates  • Civil Litigation
• Legal Malpractice  • Appeals

BOB GARBER
412-261-9933  |  412-266-6222 (cell, available 24/7)
attorney.garber@gmail.com

REFER A CASE, KEEP YOUR CLIENT

“I’ll bring my 42 years of experience, expertise and 

credibility to the table and will even handle the case. 

You keep the satisfied client.” – Bob Garber

THE FULL TEXT AND/OR HEADNOTES FOR THE CASES BELOW APPEAR IN
THE ONLINE, SEARCHABLE PLJ OPINIONS LOCATED AT WWW.ACBA.ORG.

l a w y e r s
J o u r n a l

Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you (attorneys or law students) have
observed or experienced any form of gender
bias in your role as an attorney or law
student intern, you may contact any one of
the following members of the Gender Bias
Subcommittee of the Women in the Law
Division on a daily basis. The duty officers
will keep your report confidential and will
discuss with you actions available through
the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995
kabrown@jonesday.com

Jeanine DeBor ........................412-396-5215
deborj@duq.edu

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-406-5434
rhoda.neft@gmail.com

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

February
John F. Becker ........................412-921-1605

Dawn Gull ................................412-440-5718

March
Darth M. Newman ..................412-436-3443

Ernest B. Orsatti ....................412-338-1145
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ACBA to move into temporary
space by March 1
By Mark Higgs

The relocation of ACBA headquarters
to the 6th floor of the Koppers Building
is underway. The move will be
completed by March 1, with no
interruption in service levels provided
to members. All regular operations
will remain unchanged.
The front desk and reception area

will be clearly visible upon exiting the

elevators on the 6th floor. The Pitt,
Duquesne and C conference rooms
will all be located on the 6th floor,
while ample signage will help direct
members to their new locations. The
rooms will be slightly smaller than
their 4th floor counterparts.
All meetings that would normally

occur in the James I. Smith III
Boardroom will instead take place in
the 9th floor conference area.

Signs on the 4th floor will direct
members to temporary ACBA head-
quarters during renovations.
“Our priority has been to provide

our members the best benefits,
while choosing the best financial
option for the organization,” said
ACBA Executive Director David
Blaner. “Expect no fluctuation in
services we provide during our
temporary relocation.” n

Zokaites Contracting, Inc., General Partner and Trading as Zokaites Properties, LP,
and Wycrest Development, Inc. v. Jeffrey A. Hulton, Walko, Jr., J. ............................................................................................................Page 51
Professional Legal Negligence—Rule 1925(b) Statement—Summary Judgment

Trial Court granted summary judgment in favor of defendant on plaintiffs’ claim of professional negligence for failing to timely file
a Rule 1925(b) statement resulting in waiver of appeal. Trial Court found that plaintiffs would not have been successful in the
underlying appeal.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Lauren O’Connor, Lazzara, J. ...............................................................................................................Page 52
Criminal Appeal—Sentencing (Discretionary Aspects)—Attempted Homicide—Maximum Sentence—Standard Range

Defendant challenges the maximum sentence imposed for conspiracy to commit attempted homicide, but greatly exaggerates her
cooperation with authorities and mitigation evidence.

The following were approved as
new ACBA members at the February
4 meeting of the Board of Governors.

Active members

Jessica Barrera, Esq.
William Bevan, III, Esq.
Maya Cheriyan, Esq.
Anthony W. Cosgrove, Esq.
Gabriel C. Dakis, Esq.
Jacob B. Dunston, Esq.
Kirsten Franzen, Esq.
Dana L. Fruzynski, Esq.
Raul E. Garcia, III, Esq.
Timothy Graham, Esq.
Kelsey Kennedy, Esq.

Jennifer Modell, Esq.
Drew W. Rummel, Esq.
Anna Z. Skipper, Esq.
Sarah Tobias, Esq.
Joseph Turman, Esq.
Allegra Cristina Wiles, Esq.
David M. Zvirman, Esq.

Active government/legal services
members

Alexandra N. Boyer, Esq.
Hannah M. Fielding, Esq.
Amelia Goodrich, Esq.
Rita T. Porterfield, Esq.
Ilan Zur, Esq.

Associate members

Patricia L. Schoenberger, Esq.
Christine Trotz-Cosgrove, Esq.

Law student members

Priya Desai
Zoe Gujral
Christopher T. Howe
Trisha Klan
Berit D. Klym
Jenna C. Schlosser
Nicholas C. Scholle
Jean Yesudas

Welcome New Members

Join the ACBA Workers’ Compensation Section
For more information on the ACBA Workers’ Compensation Section, visit ACBA.org/
Workers-Compensation-Section or email liaison Amy Giesy at agiesy@acba.org.
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Gismondi& associates

Quality…Experience…Results… 
It’s what your clients deserve. 

Auto Accidents Personal Injury

There’s a difference between understanding your vision and making 
your vision happen. At Key Private Bank, our wealth management 
team works with you to help you get where you want to go. Whether 
you’re across the table or across town, we act as an extension of 
you, navigating the road ahead, so you can focus on what’s 
important. We see your potential. We know how to help you achieve 
it. And we’re here for you every step of the way.

Put your plan into action. Contact Victor Laurenza at 
412-807-2709 or visit key.com/kpb today.

Key.com is a federally registered service mark of KeyCorp. ©2019 KeyCorp. KeyBank is Member FDIC. 
190107-521554-1123290058

NOT FDIC INSURED • NOT BANK GUARANTEED • MAY LOSE VALUE • NOT A DEPOSIT • NOT 
INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL OR STATE GOVERNMENT AGENCY

Key Private Bank is part of KeyBank National Association. Bank and trust products from KeyBank National 
Association.
Investment products are:

We’re Here to Help 
You Get There

1. The operative employer liability
principle, no-fault, in exchange for
which the employer, in compromise,
enjoys immunity from tort liability.
2. The three pillars of worker

coverage – he or she must be an
employee, the injury must have arisen
in the course of employment, and the
injury and any disability must be
causally connected to work.
3. The injured worker’s items of

recovery are a portion (typically two-
thirds) of his or her lost weekly wages
and medical treatment expenses (the
recovery is reflective of insurance
benefits, not damages).
4. A dispute resolution system

administered by the Department of
Labor & Industry and presided over
by workers’ compensation judges.   
The law has been amended several

times over the years. The Supreme
Court immediately required that in
disputed cases, adjudications over
compensability had to be based on
legally competent evidence, and the
legislature immediately amended the
law in compliance. The court also
banned lay representation. By way of
these two acts, a less formal dispute
resolution process for workers’
compensation was suppressed at the
outset. (In the present day, lawyer
representation is generally the rule,
with contingent fees capped at 20%.)
Though the law retains many familiar,

century-old aspects, most participants
agree that the modern history of workers’

compensation in our state began in
1972. In that year, the legislature,
concerned over possible federalization
or mandatory federal standards,
amended the law to expand coverages,
allow worker freedom of choice as to
medical care, raise weekly benefit
rates, and restructure the dispute
resolution process. A critical 1972
coverage expansion was the change of
the compensable event from “accident”
to “injury.” The ultimate demise of
restricting injury coverage ultimately
unfolded in 1987, when the Supreme
Court defined the term “injury,” as
any “adverse and hurtful change.”
Top benefit rates, meanwhile, became
tied to the state’s average weekly
wage, and the injured worker was no
longer consigned to treat only with the
company doctor. The most prominent

dispute resolution change was to make
the first-level hearing officer, then
titled the referee, the final fact-finder.
In the decades which followed,

retractive change has generally been
the rule. In 1993, the law was amended
in an effort to contain medical costs
via the introduction of utilization
review and fee caps. In 1995, the
legislature reduced the value of
long-term hearing loss awards. In
1996, the duration of total disability
was reduced to 604 weeks, for all but
the most severely impaired; and the
employer’s ability to show a worker’s
resolution to partial disability was eased.
That same year saw the legislature’s
allowance of compromise settlements
and, for the first time, injured workers
were (following an oversight hearing)
allowed to tender releases. This
“C&R” practice has now become a
prominent aspect of the dispute reso-
lution system, encouraged further by
the 2006 introduction of in-house
mandatory mediation.    
The epidemic of uncompensated

work injuries and deaths, and how it
brought about workers’ compensation
laws, is commemorated in Market
Square with a state historical marker.
The crisis has passed, but workers’
compensation has endured as legislation
that has served society well. n

Torrey is a Workers’ Compensation
Judge and an Adjunct Professor of Law
at the University of Pittsburgh School
of Law.

The Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation Act:
History and policy over 105 years

By David B. Torrey

Pennsylvania, like most states, began
consideration of enacting workers’
compensation legislation in the early
years of the twentieth century. A number
of factors were at work. They included:
1. Societal pressure for legislation

that would address the Industrial
Revolution’s epidemic of uncompensated
work injuries and deaths.
2. Employer desire to be free of

unpredictable tort liability in civil
actions.
3. The positive experience of similar

programs in England and Germany.
4. The 1911 enactment of such laws

in other states, including Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York, and Wisconsin.
All of these factors coalesced to

motivate the Pennsylvania legislature
to consider a workers’ compensation
act. Governor John K. Tener, in 1911,
established a commission to make
recommendations with regard to the
advisability and form of such legislation.
In 1912 the commission proposed

such legislation. The law was modeled
on the British Workmen’s Compensation
Laws of 1897 and 1906, which imposed
liability for the first time on employers,
on a no-fault basis, for work accidents.
The British law’s approach ultimately
won out over the German concept of
compensation insurance, a more
comprehensive system which also
provided coverages for non-work-
related illnesses and injuries.  
A debate existed with regard to

what coverages and benefits were to
be included. The most debated issue
was whether occupational diseases
were to be included. The view that
diseases were to be excluded prevailed
until the late 1930s. It was then, in
1937, that recovery was added for
such things as anthrax in tannery
workers and Black Lung in coal miners.
In the present day, over 35 occupational
diseases, including Hepatitis C in
healthcare providers and cancer in
firefighters, are listed in the law. 
To ensure that the law was

constitutional, proponents succeeded
in having the state constitution
amended (Article III, § 21,
renumbered § 18 in 1968) to allow for
a compulsory law.  
The original Pennsylvania law was

passed on June 2, 1915, to be effective
on January 1, 1916. The law in its
initial form, though amended many
times over, is still familiar in many
aspects when compared to the Act in
its present form. The most prominent
aspects of this enduring law are: 

David B. Torrey

PHOTO BY DAVID B. TORREY

A historical marker to workers’
compensation is prominently
displayed at Market Square.
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By Ronald Fonner

If you’re like me, the Lawyers
Journal is a must-read: it is my
connection to practice management
tips, trends in legal technology, and
substantive changes in the law; along
with ACBA news and inspiring stories
about members advocating for their
clients and community. 
With this edition, we shine a light

on Workers’ Compensation as a practice
specialty. Our goal in designing this
issue was to provide topics that, while
Workers’ Comp-related, overlap with
other areas of law. To that end, the
pages ahead will outline the benefits
available for cancer-stricken fire-
fighters, discuss the advent of
telemedicine following work injuries,
and break down subrogation in cases
involving Heart & Lung benefits.
Additionally, with the help of the
Honorable David Torrey – a nationally
recognized member of our Pittsburgh
workers’ compensation bench – we look
at how the workers’ compensation
system treats the compensability of
mental/psychological injuries. ACBA
partner USI will detail the need for,
and different types of, disability
income, while Ametros foreshadows
deeper involvement of Medicare set-
asides in personal injury settlements.
We also introduce you to the vital role
played by the Workers’ Compensation
Appeal Board and follow along as the

newest Pittsburgh judicial appointee –
The Honorable Eric Abes – navigates
his first six months of the bench. And,
most importantly, we help you look
good by providing a handy “cheat
sheet” for the most popular questions
asked by clients, family and friends!
Like the ACBA as a whole, the

Workers’ Comp Section prides itself
on collegiality. One of the more unique
things about our Section is the annual
September golf outing to benefit Kids’
Chance of Pennsylvania. In 2019
alone, the event – which brings together
attorneys and judges to Shannopin
Golf Club for a morning of CLE

followed by lunch and golf – delivered
$10,000 to the Kids’ Chance organization,
whose scholarship program financially
supports the children of individuals
who suffer catastrophic or fatal work-
place injuries.    
We welcome your interest in our

Section and encourage you attend one
of our CLE’s, utilize our ACBA partners,
and/or reach out to the attorneys who
contributed their expertise to complete
what is certain to be a collector’s
edition Lawyers Journal. n

Ronald J. Fonner is a Partner with
QuatriniRafferty, PC. He is certified by
the Pennsylvania Bar Association as a
Workers’ Compensation Specialist and
focuses his practice exclusively on the
representation of injured workers in
claims for workers’ compensation and
Heart & Lung benefits.

A Message from the ACBA 

Workers’ Compensation Section Chair

Ronald Fonner

Scholarships available
to children of ACBA
attorneys who wish to
attend Yale or University
of Paris

The children of Allegheny
County attorneys who plan to
attend Yale or Sorbonne 
University (the University of
Paris) are eligible for significant
scholarships thanks to the
Kennedy T. Friend Scholarship
Fund. 
The fund was established by
Kennedy T. Friend, a 
distinguished Allegheny County
attorney who died in 1928. His
will stated that his estate would
benefit the children of Allegheny
County attorneys who attend
either of these institutions. The
children of any attorney with a
principle office in Allegheny
County are eligible.
Scholarship applications should
be submitted at the same time
as applications to the school.
For more information or to
apply, visit www.ACBF.org/
Kennedy-Scholarship-Fund or
contact Angelina Lowers, the
fund’s fiduciary advisor, at 412-
807-3309 or agnelina.lowers@
pnc.com.

Articles wanted for the
Lawyers Journal

If you have an idea for a 
substantive law article or would
be interested in authoring one,
please email Jennifer Pulice at

jpulice@acba.org.
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Disability insurance helps to protect your income
By USI Affinity

When you hear “insurance,” what do
you think of? Most would immediately
think of the coverages that may be
required, such as auto and home or
malpractice insurance. Next may be
the different types of insurance you
get through your employer, which
may include a life insurance policy
or health insurance. While all those
coverages are important, there is one
other insurance solution that can
make all the difference for you and
your loved ones, should the unexpected
occur: disability insurance.
Disability insurance helps to protect

your income should you develop a
disability, whether an injury or illness,
that prevents you from working for a
period of time. The money that is
disbursed on a monthly basis from
this policy can go toward paying bills
and/or daily living expenses that may
be difficult to manage without a
steady income for the duration of your
disability. 
Disabilities are not specific to just

one age group.
• The Social Security Administration

asserts that it paid out approximately
$10.5 billion to 8.5 million disabled workers
in 2018. This averages out to $1,234.00
per month for each disabled worker. 1
• Workers out of work with a

disability and their dependents

account for 13% of the total Social
Security benefits paid out. 1
• Over one in four of today’s 20-

year-olds will become disabled before
age 67. 1

1 (Fact Sheet. Social Security
Administration, 2019. Retrieved
January 10, 2020 from www.ssa.gov/
news/press/factsheets/basicfact-alt.pdf.)
As with any type of insurance,

there are aspects of a person’s life that
will impact their policy. These factors
include age, occupation, gender, smok-
er status, location and preexisting
health conditions.   

A feature you will want to look for
in a policy is called “own occupation.”
The plan should be designed to pay
benefits if you are totally disabled and
the incapacity has left you completely
and continuously unable to perform
the substantial and material duties of
your regular job. Therefore, benefits
are payable even if you can perform a
job other than your own.
Just as with life insurance, benefit

amounts vary based on the needs of
the individual. Coverage does not
replace 100% of the insured’s income.
However, many insurance policies do

pay a high percentage of that lost
income, generally 60 percent but
could be as high as 70 percent.  
Each policy and carrier will have

different stipulations on how long your
benefits are payable. However, this is
an important component to pay attention
to when reviewing your policy. How
long you are able to keep your policy
active will depend on your age at the
time the policy is put into force. 
More often than not, there may be a

waiting period otherwise known as an
“elimination period.” This is the period
of time after the policy is approved
that the insured must wait before their
benefits become active.
As a member of the Allegheny

County Bar Association, Group
Long-Term Disability Insurance
solutions are available through the
ACBA Insurance Program to help you
continue saving for your retirement
and protect your assets. Contact USI
Affinity to learn about your options for
disability insurance, online at
www.mybarinsurance.com/allegheny/
personal-insuranceor call 800-327-1550. n

L A W  P R A C T I C E  M A N A G E M E N T

Find this page helpful? Want more
information and resources to help 
you run your practice? Check out the
ACBA’s Law Practice Management Center
at ACBA.org/PracticeManagement.
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ACBA Workers’ Compensation Section
golf outing to be held Sept. 17
Outing benefits the educational pursuits of children whose
parents were injured or killed in a work-related accident
By Zandy Dudiak

For the “better part of two decades,”
the ACBA Workers’ Compensation
Section has been raising money through
a golf outing for a nonprofit that benefits
the educational pursuits of children
whose parents were injured or killed
in a work-related accident.
This year, the event will return to

the links at Shannopin Country Club
in Ben Avon Heights on Sept. 17.
Participants can enjoy a day of golf,
earn a CLE credit, eat lunch and network.
A portion of the event proceeds
benefits Kids’ Chance of Pennsylvania,
a 501 (c)(3) organization dedicated to
helping kids who need assistance
paying for college or vocational
education because a parent was injured
or killed in a work-related accident.
The golf outing raised about $10,000

in 2019, the first time in the history of
the event that it hit that milestone
mark, according to Michael Quatrini,
who chairs the Workers’ Compensation
Section’s Golf Outing Committee.
“Kids’ Chance occupies a special

place in the workers’ compensation
world because it’s celebrated and

supported by attorneys – those who
represent workers and those who
represent employers and insurers –
and everyone involved in the workers’
compensation process,” Quatrini said.
Support also comes from companies,

insurers and medical professionals, he
added, as well as event sponsors. The
2019 outing drew an estimated 65
participants, including lawyers,
judges and sponsors.
The golf outing also includes the

chance for the winning team to earn
the prestigious Joseph F. Grochmal
Memorial Cup, named for a legendary

practitioner and famed golf fan,
Quatrini said. 
“He was revered for his collegiality

throughout his practice of law,”
Quatrini said. “Joe was a legend in
that sense.”
He said the structure is “unique”

for a golfing fundraiser in that the
registration fees of participants go
toward the cost of golf, food and drink,
allowing the sponsorship money to
benefit Kids’ Chance.
“We’ve designed the event so every

sponsorship dollar goes directly to the
Kids’ Chance charity,” Quatrini said.

“By streamlining the frills at the golf
events, we’ve been able to increase
our impact to Kids’ Chance from the
inception of the tournament to the
present time.”
The event organizers have also

attempted to create a stronger bench-
bar atmosphere, a move that has
attracted more people to the event,
Quatrini said. The 2019 golf outing
attracted a record number of judges,
in part due to the CLE program that
included a panel of four judges who
provided helpful insights on the do’s
and don’ts of practicing before them.
The topic of this year’s CLE has not
yet been decided.
“Over the last five years, we’ve

redesigned the golf outing to include a
continuing education course prior to
the golf outing, followed by a lunch
where all attendees sit and break
bread before heading out to the golf
course,” Quatrini said. “Two years
ago, we switched from being a dinner-
focused event to a lunch.”
Quatrini is quick to credit the golf

outing committee for the success of
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Abes finds perfect fit as workers’ compensation judge
By Ron Cichowicz

When Eric Abes applied for, and
eventually landed, a position as a
Workers’ Compensation Judge for the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, he
would be the first to admit he wasn’t
quite sure what would be expected
of him.
But, then, that never seemed to stop

him before.
Born and raised in Squirrel Hill,

even early on the odds favored Abes
entering the legal profession at some
level. His father, Edward Abes, is the
founder of Abes Baumann law firm.
(The elder Abes retired Dec. 31, after
a 50-year law career.)

“My dad is one of the deans of the
legal community regarding workers’
compensation,” said Eric. “He’s been
doing it since the 1970s. He was one of
the first members of the NFL Players
Association’s Workers’ Compensation
Panel. Every city with an NFL franchise
names a firm or firms for workers’
compensations. In Pittsburgh, that
firm is Abes Baumann.”
“I grew up hearing about the history

of workers’ compensation and my dad
was a huge influence on my career
first as a lawyer and now as a judge.”
After graduating from The Kiski

School, Abes attended George
Washington University in Washington,
DC. The summer before his freshman
year, he interned for the Allegheny
County Clerk of Courts and in the
District Attorney’s office while a
student at George Washington.
A self-described “lousy student”

during his time at GW, Abes enlisted

in the U.S. Army in 2001. He served
for five years as an infantryman with
the 82nd Airborne Division, including
three deployments to Afghanistan and
Iraq, and earned a number of badges,
awards and medals.
Abes left the service in May 2006

and soon after enrolled in the University
of Pittsburgh to finish his degree. No
longer a “lousy student,” he earned
solid grades and was inducted into the
Alpha Sigma Lambda National Honor
Society. Abes then entered Seton Hall
University School of Law in Newark,
NJ, graduating with his J.D. degree
in 2012. 
While at Pitt and Seton Hall, Abes

kept busy in and out of the classroom.
During those years, he served as a law
clerk in the Essex County New Jersey
Office of the Public Defender and as a

paralegal and law clerk for several
civil litigation law firms in Washington,
DC; New York and New Jersey.
When Abes graduated and as he

assessed opportunities, the possibility
of working with his father emerged.
After several conversations and interviews
with the senior Abes’ partner Thomas
Baumann, he accepted a position to
join their firm.
“I leaped at the chance to work

with, and continue to learn from, my
dad,” he said.
Married and living in Dormont,

Abes and his wife, Robin, saw their
family begin to grow when in June,
2018, their first daughter was born.
Soon after, in March, 2019, they adopted
a second daughter. After talking to one
of the judges about the opportunity, he
decided to apply for a position as a
Workers’ Compensation Judge. 
The interview process included

both an oral and written section. The
interview panel consisted of two judge
managers and the director of the
Workers’ Compensation Office of
Adjudication, which is part of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s
Department of Labor and Industry
and is an administrative court, which
deals only with issues related to
workers’ compensation.
Abes was appointed as a Workers’

Compensation Judge on June 24, 2019. 
“I am a trier of fact for workers’

compensation claims, both for initial
claims and then as later issues arise,”
he said. “I am purely dealing with
work-related injuries. The work is
interesting and intellectually
challenging. I was a claimant lawyer.

It is a different perspective now to be
a neutral arbiter.” 
Acknowledging he has not yet

completed a full year in his position,
Abes said that he has “zero complaints”
about the job.
“The best aspects are that the work

is incredibly interesting and the
people in our office are terrific to
work with,” he said. “No way I could
have been prepared for how incredibly
collegial and nice everyone is. They
all remain willing to help me, from
the secretaries to the managers and
the judges.”
Abes also acknowledged that his

position is “incredibly conducive” to
being a dad. His hours mostly are set
and he doesn’t talk to clients during
evenings or on the weekend as he
did previously. 
“My wife and I share domestic

duties,” he said. “She’s got a head for
the kids when it comes to clothes,
doctors’ appointments and other
needs. It’s amazing how her brain
functions for those types of needs.
“I call myself the ‘primary domestic

homemaker.’ I do most of the cooking
and Robin will tell you I’m the
‘domestic one.’”
“My job is amazing and I love it.

The only experience I’ve loved more
was being in the Army.” n
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the event. The committee includes
Greg Fischer and John Gaughan.
Ronald Fonner, ACBA Workers’
Compensation Section Chair, is an
honorary committee member. Anne
Crilley, who coordinates all the
continuing legal education offerings
for the golf outing, is an “integral
part” of the event, Quatrini added. 
According to the Kids’ Chance of

Pennsylvania website, 57 students
were awarded scholarships for the
2019-20 school year. The total amount
awarded was $179,000, ranging in
amounts from $500 up to $5,000 for
the Scholar Sponsor recipients. 
The Kids’ Chance website notes

that hardships created by the death or
serious disability of a parent often
include financial ones, making it
difficult for deserving young people to
pursue their educational dreams.
Quatrini has seen the impact of these
awards. Two of his clients – Kaila and
Kylee Clawson – are Kids’ Chance
scholarship recipients.
“The Kids’ Chance scholarship has

helped support me financially,” Kaila
said. “I can ease my mind now that I
know my financial situation is being
resolved. I am very thankful for this
program and glad that students, like
me, have this support to further their
education.”
Her sister agreed.
“I am grateful that this grant can

help me financially while I attend
college,” Kylee added. “Although this
is my last semester, I would like to
thank the Kids’ Chance program
because this grant will help me start to
pay off my loans after I graduate.” n

Save the Date – September 17

WORKERS’ COMP GOLF OUTING  
continued from page 6 An overview of Kids’ Chance of Pennsylvania

By Peter J. Gough

Our Mission

The mission of Kids’ Chance of
Pennsylvania is to provide scholarship
grants for college and vocational
education for children of Pennsylvania
workers who have been killed or
seriously injured in a work related
accident resulting in financial need.
The hardships created by death or

serious disability of a parent often
include financial ones, making it difficult
for deserving young people to pursue
their educational dreams.  
During the 2018-2019 fiscal year, Kids’

Chance of PA awarded 57 scholarships
for a total amount of $179,000. In the
last six years, Kids’ Chance of PA has
awarded over 330 scholarships,
totaling over $1 million dollars to kids
in need. Since its inception, Kids’ Chance
of PA has awarded 910 scholarships
totaling $2,244,000.  

Who Qualifies for a Scholarship?

To be eligible for a scholarship
grant, applicants must 1) have a parent
who has been seriously injured or
killed as the result of a work related
accident; 2) the injury must meet the
criteria of the Pennsylvania Workers’
Compensation Act which, 3) has
resulted in financial need.  

What Can You Do To Help?

Refer a potential applicant
As attorneys in Western Pennsylvania,

we are in a unique position to identify

and refer potential student applicants
to Kids’ Chance of PA, thereby helping
us reach more kids who need our help.
Our Planning for College initiative
was created to identify more applicants,
even those who may not yet be of
college age, and to capture their
information so that we can contact
them when the time comes to apply for
college and the need for scholarship
arises. This program allows Kids’
Chance of PA to leverage the power of
a large network of industry professionals,
educators and counselors who come in
direct contact with the families who
need our scholarships.  

Your contributions support
our program

Many of our donors are law firms,
companies, vendors, underwriters,
rehabilitation specialists who are
involved in the Pennsylvania Workers’

Compensation system. These insurance
companies, physicians’ practices and
self-insured employers provide the
vast majority of our donations and
funding. Your or your client’s donations,
as a community partner or a scholarship
partner will ensure Kids’ Chance of
PA continues to make the dream of
higher education possible for deserving
Pennsylvania students. Thanks to the
commitment of our corporate and
community partners, 100% of donations
from individuals are directed to schol-
arship grants for eligible applicants.  
Please visit the Kids’ Chance of PA

website, at www.kidschanceofpa.org
to find out more. n

Peter J. Gough is a Board Member with
Kids’ Chance of Pennsylvania and a
Certified Workers’ Compensation specialist
with QuatriniRafferty, P.C. 
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Third-party pitfalls in workers’ compensation cases
By Tim Conboy

An employee who is injured in the
course and scope of their employment
has the right to bring a personal injury
claim against a third-party. The
employee is the first party. The
employer is the second party. Any
other individual or entity who is
responsible for causing the employee’s
injury is a third-party.
While the employee has a right in a

third-party case to bring an action to
recover the full extent of their damages,
which would include non-economic
damages that are not recoverable in
the workers’ compensation proceeding,
the employer retains a right to
subrogation under the Pennsylvania
Workers’ Compensation statute. This
provision is found in Section 319, 77
P.S. Section 671, which states in part:
When a compensable injury is caused
in whole or in part by the act or
omission of a third-party, the employer
shall be subrogated to the right of the
employee … against such third party
to the extent of the compensation
payable under this article by the
employer…
The Act provides that the right of

subrogation, in other words the lien
against the third-party recovery, is
reduced by reasonable attorney’s fees
and the costs in procuring the third-
party recovery.
The method of calculation as to how

the employer’s lien against any third-
party recovery is calculated is set forth
in the Bureau of Workers’ Compensation
document LIBC – 380 “Third-Party
Settlement Agreement.” This form can

be obtained online at the Pennsylvania
Department of Labor and Industry
Workers’ Compensation website under
“Forms.” It is important to note that
the current version of the Third-Party
Settlement Agreement does not clearly
adopt a recent decision of the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court.  
In Whitmoyer v. Worker’s Compen-

sation Appeals Board (Mountain
Country Meats), 186 A.3d 947 (Pa.
2018), the Court held that, where the
third-party recovery is greater than
the workers’ compensation lien, the
employer’s credit against future
benefits only applies to future wage
loss benefits payable to the injured
employee. The court held that the
employer/workers’ compensation
insurance carrier is not entitled to any
credit against future medical expenses.
This means that, despite the third-

party recovery, the employer, through
their workers’ compensation insurance
carrier, must continue to pay the
injured employee’s medical expenses
at the full rate applicable under the
Workers’ Compensation Act, without
any deduction or credit for the third-
party recovery. This is a significant
change of the interpretation of the
Workers’ Compensation Act. Prior to
this decision of the court, most Workers’
Compensation practitioners assumed
that the credit not only applied to
future wage loss benefits, but also to
future medical expenses.
When handling third-party claims

on behalf of an injured employee,
practitioners often fall prey to a major
pitfall: that is, making false assumptions
concerning the willingness of workers’
compensation insurance carriers to
compromise or waive liens. It is not
unusual, particularly in motor vehicle
cases where the workers’ compensation
lien may exceed the available policy
limits in the third-party case, for
workers’ compensation insurance
carriers to refuse to compromise or waive
liens. Many experienced practitioners
who faced this situation in the past
recall times where it was standard
protocol for the workers’ compensation
insurance carrier to readily agree that
the proceeds of a third-party case would
be split as follows: one-third to the
injured employee, one-third to the
attorney as counsel fees, and one-
third to be repaid to the employer/
workers’ compensation insurance carrier
as satisfaction of the lien in full. 
However, in these changing times

where insurance companies are seeking

every dollar they can possibly recover,
the old practice of one-third splits is
not automatically agreed to anymore.
When facing this dilemma, the inexpe-
rienced practitioner is well advised to
consult with an experienced workers’
compensation practitioner. Experienced
workers’ compensation counsel, who
regularly deal with workers’ compen-
sation insurance carriers and their
attorneys, can offer insight as how to
reach an agreement to solve the
“upside down” situation. Frequently,
these situations present opportunities
for potential settlement of the workers’
compensation claim, in conjunction with
settlement of the third-party claim.
In past settlements where the lien

exceeded the potential third-party
recovery (thereby leaving the injured
employee to receive no monies out of
the third-party recovery), attorneys
have tried to claim counsel fees of 40%
and then refund a portion of those fees
to the injured employee. This process
was not successful in achieving
counsel’s goal of getting money to the
injured employee. The Commonwealth
Court held that this was not in
compliance with the Workers’
Compensation Act. While the
employee’s counsel characterized the
refunded counsel fee as a “gift,” the
Commonwealth Court declined to
accept claimant’s counsel’s position.
The court held that counsel fees in

the third-party settlement agreement
would be calculated on the basis of only
the fees actually accepted by the
employee’s counsel, after the so called

Tim Conboy

Continued on page 14
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PA Supreme Court rules client injured in motor vehicle accident
is entitled to workers’ comp benefits but bars subrogation
By Jonathan R. Colton

When representing clients injured
in work-related motor vehicle acci-
dent cases, personal injury attorneys
often rightly assume they must
account for a workers’ compensation
insurance carrier’s subrogation rights.
In Pa. State Police v. W.C.A.B. (Bushta),
184 A.3d 958 (Pa. 2018), however, the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
addressed a particular type of motor
vehicle accident case in which the
injured client is entitled to workers’
compensation benefits yet subrogation
from the client’s tort recovery is barred. 
For attorneys who may not be very

familiar with the term “subrogation,”
a short primer might be in order
before addressing Bushta. Subrogation
allows an employer or its insurance
carrier to recoup benefits it provided
to any injured worker. When injured
in a work-related motor vehicle accident,
the injured worker often pursues a
third-party lawsuit against the at-fault
driver in addition to receiving workers’
compensation benefits. If the injured
worker obtains a monetary settlement
or award as a result of the third-party
lawsuit, however, the employer or its
workers’ compensation carrier most
likely will assert its subrogation right
against the injured worker’s settlement
or award to recoup the workers’ com-
pensation benefits it paid. That means
the employer or its carrier will claim
its right to a portion, and sometimes a
substantial partition, of the injured
worker’s third-party settlement or award.  

A provision within Pennsylvania’s
Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility
Law (MVFRL) actually prohibits
subrogation or reimbursement from
such a tort recovery with respect to
many types of benefits an injured
motorist may have received, such as
first-party medical benefits from the
injured motorist’s own automobile
insurance policy. In 1993, however,
the Pennsylvania legislature, through
what is better known as “Act 44,”
repealed that provision with respect to
workers’ compensation benefits. 
Because the injured motorist in

Bushta was a state trooper, however,
Bushta required the court to consider
not only the MVFRL and Pennsylvania’s
Workers’ Compensation Act but also
Pennsylvania’s Heart and Lung Act
(“HLA”). When state troopers, police

officers, firefighters, corrections
officers, and certain other public
employees are temporarily incapacitated
from performing their duties as the
result of suffering injuries in the
performance of their duties, the HLA
provides those employees with payment
of their full rate of salary as well as
payment for any medical bills related
to their work injuries until those
employees’ disabilities cease. Those
employees may also be entitled to
workers’ compensation benefits for
the same work-related accident. If an
employee is entitled to both workers’
compensation and Heart and Lung
benefits, however, the HLA requires
the employee to turn over to the public
employer “any workers’ compensation
benefits, received or collected.”  
In Bushta, the state trooper suffered

several serious injuries when a
tractor-trailer driver hit his police
vehicle. The trooper received his full
rate of salary pursuant to the Heart
and Lung Act. With regard to workers’
compensation wage loss benefits, the
third-party administrator for the
Pennsylvania State Police paid those
benefits directly to the Pennsylvania
State Police, thereby avoiding the
need for the trooper to remit those
benefits back to the Commonwealth as
the HLA requires. The trooper then
settled his third-party lawsuit against
the tractor-trailer driver, the driver’s
employer, and other responsible parties.
The Pennsylvania State Police then
asserted a right of subrogation against
the trooper’s third-party settlement. 

The court in Bushta, however, held
that the injured trooper never received
any workers’ compensation benefits
but rather received only Heart and
Lung benefits. That distinction was
significant because Act 44 never
repealed the provision within the
MVFRL prohibiting subrogation with
respect to Heart and Lung benefits.
Thus, the Pennsylvania State Police
was not entitled to any reimbursement
from the injured state trooper’s tort
recovery.
In Bushta, the employer was self-

insured, meaning the employer itself,
rather than an insurance company or
other entity, was responsible for
funding the entire amount of any
workers’ compensation benefits to
which the injured worker may have
been entitled. Since Bushta, the
Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania
held subrogation also was barred in
Kenney v. W.C.A.B. (Lower Pottsgrove
Twp. & Del. Valley Worker’s Comp.),
213 A.3d 1055 (Pa. Commw. 2018),
which involved an employer insured
through a fund both parties agreed
operated more like an insurance
company than a self-insured employer.
Citing Bushta, the court stated the
critical factor is “the nature of the
benefits for which subrogation is
sought, …not who is paying the
benefits.” A Petition for Allowance of
Appeal remains pending in that case.  
It remains to be seen whether an

employer or insurance carrier will be

Jonathan R. Colton

Continued on page 14
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A look at Pa’s restrictive rule for mental
stress causing mental disability injuries
By David B. Torrey

Under the Pennsylvania Workers’
Compensation Act, virtually all disabil-
ities find coverage. The compensable
event is the “injury,” and the Supreme
Court in 1987 liberally construed that
term to encompass any “adverse and
hurtful change.” This was so held in
the landmark case Pawlosky v.
W.C.A.B. (Latrobe Brewing Co.), 525
A.2d 1204 (Pa. 1987).   
This liberal regime finds a major

exception, however, in the realm of
mental stress causing mental disability
injuries. In these “mental-mental”
cases, the claimant must show that the
stress in question was caused by
abnormal working conditions, with
the point of reference the worker’s
occupation. Thus, a police officer who
encounters a dead body, and who
thereafter experiences distress and
disability, will likely not possess a
cognizable claim. On the other hand,
an office worker who encounters the
same stressor will likely have a potential
claim. In any event, the worker’s distress
cannot be brought on by a subjective
reaction to normal working conditions. 
This abnormal working conditions

rule was first articulated by the
Supreme Court in Martin v. Ketchum,
Inc., 568 A.2d 159 (Pa. 1990), and has
been strictly followed by workers’
compensation judges and the Common-
wealth Court. Notably, the Supreme

Court eased the rule in a 2013 case,
when it stressed that each case must
be treated on its own facts, and that
“abnormal working conditions need
not be ‘unique’ working conditions.”
Payes v. W.C.A.B. (State Police), 79
A.3d 543 (Pa. 2013). There, the court
awarded benefits to a police officer
after he had been traumatized in the
wake of fatally striking a woman
who had, on a darkened interstate
highway, intentionally run in front of
his police cruiser.  
This restrictive rule, born of a fear

of fraudulent or exaggerated claims,
has been subject to criticism. The rule
has had the effect of dissuading
lawyers from filing mental-mental
claims, and many genuine cases, no
doubt, are never prosecuted.  

Still, Pennsylvania is in the majority
among states relative to mental-
mental claims.  
As in our state, 33 other states, the

District of Columbia, and the Longshore
Act, all provide room for compens-
ability of mental-mental claims.
Virtually all, however, require that
the injured worker have been exposed
to extraordinarily stressful working
conditions (as measured against the
occupation in question) before such a
claim is cognizable. Under Illinois
case law, as in Pennsylvania, for
example, the worker must show “a
sudden severe emotional shock which
produces immediate disability and is
caused by an uncommon nontraumatic
work-related experience out of
proportion to the incidents of normal
employment activity.” Pathfinder Co.
v. Industrial Commission, 343 N.E.2d
913 (Ill. 1976). Further, even in the
most liberal states, the worker must,
as in Pennsylvania, present evidence
that the stressful circumstances were
real, to wit, objectively verifiable, as
opposed to some mere subjective
reaction.  
Only in a handful of states – four or

five – could this writer, during recent
research, discern that no abnormal
working conditions, or similar rule,
applied.
Many states actually prohibit

mental-mental claims. In this regard,
over the last 30 years, several states have

amended their laws to exclude mental-
mental injuries from compensability.
West Virginia is a prominent example.
There, the law was amended in 1993
to explicitly exclude the same, with
the accompanying statement, “It is the
purpose of this section to clarify that
so-called mental-mental claims are
not compensable under this chapter.” 
In all, 17 states have a specific

statutory exclusion for mental-mental
claims. It is notable, however, that in
three of these jurisdictions, Arkansas,
Ohio, and Oklahoma, an exception is
made when the claim is based on an
act of violence. Minnesota, meanwhile,
in a similar gesture, establishes Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as
a covered injury in the mental-mental
context, regardless of the worker’s
occupation. 
A notable trend is for states to

make exceptions – to the abnormal
working conditions rule, or outright
prohibition – for first providers (e.g.,
firefighters and police officers), who
encounter psychological trauma and
develop PTSD. The most publicized
expansion of rights in this area was in
2018, when the Florida legislature
approved Senate Bill 376. Florida,
which otherwise excludes mental-
mentals, enacted the law in the wake
of massacres at the Pulse nightclub
and Marjory Stoneman Douglas High

David B. Torrey
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Recent developments in workers’
compensation for firefighter cancer
By Justin D. Beck

Historically, both paid and volunteer
firefighters suffering from a cancer
having its genesis in his or her related
duties have been eligible for benefits
under the general injury provisions of
the Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation
Act. Such an approach, however, often
presented unique evidentiary challenges,
in consideration of both the complex
medical histories and individualized
exposure profiles which accompanied
each case. Acknowledging these realities,
the Pennsylvania General Assembly
passed Act 46 of 2011, which amended
the Workers’ Compensation Act to
include an enhanced presumption of
causation for those firefighters suffering
from cancer who met various stringent
criteria. 
For a firefighter to gain the advantage

of this presumption, he or she must
have: (1) served four or more years in
continuous firefighting duties; (2)
establish direct exposure to a Group 1
carcinogen as recognized by the
International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC); and (3) passed a physical
examination prior to asserting a claim
which failed to reveal any evidence of
cancer. 77 P.S. § 414. Notably, in the
case of volunteer firefighters,
exposure to a carcinogen must also be
documented by reports filed pursuant
to the Pennsylvania Fire Information
Reporting System (PennFIRS). Act 46

further extends the law’s standard
300-week disease manifestation
requirement to 600 weeks, while limiting
application of the causation presumption
only to those cancers manifesting
within 300 weeks from the date of last
exposure. 
As is to be expected with any major

statutory amendment, various litigations
have ensued in the years since the
enactment of Act 46. This has been so
as a result of several ambiguities in
the law. These cases, in their most
general sense, fall under the categories
of: (1) proper notice to be provided by
a firefighter to his or her fire
department; (2) the evidentiary
requirements applicable to volunteer
firefighters; and (3) the shifting burden
of proof framework which must be

applied in determining whether a
claimant is entitled to the sought-after
presumption of causation. 
As to the issue of notice, the

Commonwealth Court has offered at
times conflicting opinions. Typically,
in any claim for workers’ compensation
benefits, a worker must provide notice
of his or her injury to an employer
within 120 days. However, in cases of
insidious disease, where diagnosis and
an understanding of causal connection
is likely to be delayed, the Workers’
Compensation Act provides for a
“discovery rule,” wherein a worker is
not charged with maintaining sufficient
knowledge, and the 120-day window
for providing notice does not begin to
run, until the claimant can be said to
havemore than a bare suspicion of the
potential work-relatedness of his or
her illness. 
In 2018, the Commonwealth Court

released two opinions, handed down
on the same date, which offered divergent
interpretations of the discovery rule.
To this end, in City of Pittsburgh v.
WCAB (Flaherty), 187 A.3d 1061 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 2018), the Court suggested
that a claimant cannot ever be
conceptualized as having sufficient
knowledge for purposes of providing
notice until receiving a physician’s
affirmative opinion of work-relatedness,
while in East Hempfield Township v.
WCAB (Stahl), 189 A.3d 1114 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 2018), the Court stressed that

such an inflexible rule as this would in
fact be illogical. The issue presently
remains unresolved, with the Common-
wealth Court expected to address the
same once again in 2020. 
In 2019, the Commonwealth Court,

addressing the evidentiary requirements
in a cancer claim brought by a volunteer
firefighter, held that such a claimant
satisfies the burden of proving exposure
to carcinogens by simply producing
reports which document attendance at
fire scenes. Bristol Borough v. WCAB
(Burnett), 206 A.3d 585 (Pa. Cmwlth.
2019). Moreover, so long as the submitted
documentation is derived from Penn-
FIRS reports, the original reports
need not be specifically produced. 
Finally, in a 2019 plurality opinion,

the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
held that firefighters seeking to avail
themselves of the presumption under
Act 46 must establish that: (1) he or
she has cancer; (2) he or she has
experienced exposure to a Group 1
carcinogen, as identified by IARC;
and (3) that it is the type of cancer
that can possibly be caused by such
exposure. City of Philadelphia Fire
Dept. v. WCAB (Sladek), 195 A.3d 197
(Pa. 2018). Most critically, this latter
requirement can be supported by
epidemiological evidence. While the
binding nature of the holding remains
questionable, the Supreme Court

Justin D. Beck

Continued on page 14
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Video health is the new wave of work injury care
By Ann Schnure 

During our busy workdays, we
often fail to stop and take a look around.
If we would, we’d realize there’s a
seismic shift taking place. Our work-
place is evolving right before our
eyes, and technology is changing the
way we do business. From how we
communicate with customers to how
we process customer transactions,
everything in the workplace – including
access to health care – is influenced
by technological innovations. 
There has always been a connection

between health care and technology.
Employers are taking advantage of a
health care trend involving telemedicine
from a group health perspective.
Many employers provide telemedicine
as a group health medical plan option.
Telemedicine for workers’ compensation
is also now an option in many states,
but employer adoption has been slower.
This is understandable, given the
complexities of workers’ compensation
and the return-to-work process. But
telemedicine for workers’ compensation
checks several boxes employers have
concerning their workers’ compensation
process and employee injury care needs. 

1. Telemedicine improves return-
to-work outcomes. 

When care access is limited, recovery
becomes a challenge. Studies have
shown some injured or ill employees
skip medical appointments due to
poor care access, which can prolong
recovery or even cause a regression in
recovery. Telemedicine connects injured

or ill employees directly to clinicians
when and where needed, eliminating
the need for employees to travel to
and from brick-and-mortar facilities
for treatment or follow-ups. From the
convenience of home or work, employees
can “see” a clinician using their
mobile device or computer. 

2. Telemedicine has the potential
to shorten injury case durations. 

The longer a workers’ compensation
case is open, the more it costs. If an
employee only has to log in for an
injury recheck – as opposed to driving
to a medical facility – clinicians can
better monitor an employee’s
progress, and the work injury case is
less likely to remain open for a
lengthy period. 

3. Telemedicine can treat some
workplace injuries from onset to
discharge. 

A common misconception about
using telemedicine for worker’s
compensation is that an employee
cannot receive comprehensive
treatment via telemedicine and an
in-person visit is necessary. Occupa-
tional telemedicine has the potential
to be far more than a “one-and-done”
or “first-aid” treatment option.
Concentra uses video-chat functionality
to provide comprehensive care to
employees with minor workplace
injuries, treating them from injury
onset to discharge. This is important
because many workplace injuries are
minor in nature, which means they
can be treated without a visit to the
local emergency department or
urgent care clinic. 

4. Telemedicine is simple and
safe to use. 

Smartphones and other high-tech
devices have become central to our
existence. There aren’t many aspects
of our daily lives not impacted by
technology; therefore, utilizing
telemedicine is not as challenging as
some employers might think. Most
people are familiar with popular
video-chat platforms, such as Skype or
FaceTime. Telemedicine platforms
have a similar intuitive design, and
telemedicine providers take strategic
measures to ensure their platform has
cybersecurity features that protect
patient privacy. 

5. Telemedicine regulations are
better defined and easier to follow. 

In Pennsylvania, there are no
guidelines that prohibit the use of
telemedicine. However, telemedicine
clinicians are required to have a state
medical license. And billing/coding for
telemedicine services in Pennsylvania
is simple. In fact, every state has
telemedicine guidelines that outline
everything from billing for services to
credentialing policies. 
Today’s workforce is no longer

confined to four walls and a building.
From flexible work schedules to
remote employees, today’s workplace
is changing. That change requires a
fresh approach to managing work-
force health. When it comes to work-
place injury care, occupational
telemedicine is the solution and now is
the time to invest in this innovation. n

Ann Schnure, CPCU, AIC, LMI, Vice
President of Telemedicine Operations,
Concentra, is a catalyst for telemedicine’s
maturation and adoption by 38 states
since mid-2017, when she joined Concentra.
A cynosure for the growth of innovation
in workers’ compensation, Ann led
Macy’s Inc. to impressive growth in its
self-insured, self-administered program
in 20 years as vice president of risk
management-claims. She was the first
dean of the School of Workers’ Compensation
for the Claims and Litigation Management
(CLM) Alliance and has earned the
following designations: Chartered Property
Casualty Underwriter (CPCU), Associate

Ann Schnure

Continued on page 14
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“gift.” Good Tire Service v. WCAB
(Wolfe) 978 A.2d 1043 (Pa. Commw. Ct.
2009). Practitioners who believe they
have an agreement to compromise or
waive a workers’ compensation lien in a
third-party claim should be aware that,
unless the agreement has followed the
procedures of the Workers’ Compensation
Act, any oral or even a written agreement
is not binding on the workers’ compen-
sation insurance carrier. See Rissmiler v.
WCAB (Warminster Twp.), 768 A.2d 1212
(Pa. Cmwlth. 2001). The appropriate
procedures to create a legally binding
agreement to compromise or waive a
workers’ compensation lien would be
to: enter into a Supplemental Agreement
to that effect; enter into a third-party
settlement agreement; enter into a
stipulation approved by a Workers’
Compensation Judge; or, include a
stipulation in a Compromise and Release
Agreement that has been approved by
a Workers’ Compensation Judge.
The full extent of the pitfalls that

face the practitioner handling a third-
party claim with a workers’ compensation
lien is beyond the scope of this article.
When handling a third-party claim
with a workers’ compensation lien,
counsel should consult with experienced
workers’ compensation counsel so as
to avoid potential pitfalls in settling
the third-party claim. n

Timothy Conboy is a past chair of the ACBA
Workers’ Compensation Section. He has 35
years of experience of handling workers’
compensation and personal injury matters.

THIRD-PARTY PITFALLS
continued from page 9

successful in the future convincing a
court the specific facts of a work-
related motor vehicle case involving
the Heart and Lung Act somehow
distinguish it from Bushta. Until that
day, however, personal injury attorneys
should feel confident relying on
Bushta to argue subrogation is barred
in this particular type of motor vehicle
accident case. n

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT CASE 
continued from page 10

School. As of July 2019, meanwhile,
Idaho, California, Connecticut,
Louisiana, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, and Texas
had, during the first half of 2019,
enacted laws establishing or expanding
the availability of PTSD claims for
first responders.
As noted above, Pennsylvania

recognizes, but heavily burdens, mental-
mental claims. However, Pennsylvania
may join the trend at easing the burden
for first responders to establish PTSD
claims. House Bill 432, which is
currently being considered by the
legislature, recognizes PTSD in a first
responder without necessarily requiring
abnormal working conditions. This
proposed legislation has been through
a number of manifestations, but the
current version also provides that the
PTSD must meet the requirements of
DSM-5 and be diagnosed by a licensed
psychologist or psychiatrist, and not
have arisen out of standard types of
disciplinary action. This writer predicts
that, at some point, the Act will be
amended consistent with the trend in
other states. n

MENTAL DISABILITY INJURIES 
continued from page 11

Torrey is a Workers’ Compensation Judge
and an Adjunct Professor of Law at the
University of Pittsburgh School of Law.

further indicated that, to rebut the
claimant’s presumption, an employer
must produce credible proofs identifying
the specific, non-firefighting related
cause of the claimant’s cancer.
Quite clearly, the state of the law

with regard to firefighter-cancer
claims under the Workers’ Compensation
Act remains, in part, unresolved.
Notwithstanding this reality, the
presumptions afforded to claimants
under Act 46 have indeed resulted in
numerous awards of benefits across
the Commonwealth where employers
have otherwise failed to rebut the
same. It is anticipated that additional
challenges will invariably be brought
by injured-workers’ and employers’
counsel, in consideration of the legal
ambiguities and often substantial medical
costs which typically accompany these
cases. For these reasons, practitioners
whose specialties both directly and
indirectly intersect firefighter-cancer
claims are advised to stay keenly
aware of the ever-evolving developments
in this volatile area of the law. n

FIREFIGHTER CANCER
continued from page 12

in Claims (AIC), and Litigation Management
(LMI). Ann is a board member of the Alliance
of Women in Workers’ Compensation, a
think tank of female thought leaders
exploring the emerging trends and
challenges in workers’ compensation.

VIDEO HEALTH
continued from page 13

Visit us today at www.ACBA.org.
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Through the ACBA’s 
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Depot and OfficeMax, 
individual members and
entire firms can enjoy 
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David Jarvis at
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2020 focus on Medicare compliance
By Shawn Deane

Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP)
is a constantly evolving area of
compliance that impacts many
varied stakeholders in claims and
settlements. Claimant and plaintiff
attorneys – in workers’ compensation
and liability claims – should pay
attention to the evolution of MSP
compliance and its associated risk
and exposure, which uniquely affects
them. This article will outline emerging
areas in Medicare Set Asides, Profes-
sional Administration and Conditional
Payment recovery that affect these
practitioners. 

Medicare Set Asides 

A Medicare Set Aside (MSA) allocates
a portion of a workers’ compensation
or liability settlement toward future
(post-settlement) injury-related medical
expenses which would otherwise be
covered under Medicare. An MSA is a
central compliance component under
the MSP and protects Medicare’s
interest by preventing a cost-shift
toward the Medicare program.  

Workers’ Compensation 

In workers’ compensation claims,
depending on whether the case meets
requisite review thresholds, the Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS) allows for the voluntary submis-
sion of an MSA for review and
approval. Prior to an MSA being sub-
mitted, the individual claimant associ-
ated with the MSA must execute a
Consent to Release (CTR) form
authorizing a third-party submitter to
submit the MSA to CMS for review.  
CMS released an updated Workers’

Compensation Medicare Set Aside
(WCMSA) Reference Guide in October
2019 (v.3.0). CMS announced as of
April 1, 2020: 
…all consent-to-release notes must

include language indicating that the
beneficiary reviewed the submission
package and understands the WCMSA
intent, submission process, and
associated administration. This section
of the consent form must include at
least the beneficiary’s initials to
indicate their validation.
See WCMSA Reference Guide, v3.0,

sec. 10.2 and Figures 10-1 and 10-2.
This validation is a significant change
to the CTR and now requires that
claimants attest to their review and
understanding of critical documents
and processes relating to the MSA,
submission and administration. 
For the most part, historically,

claimants have been a relatively
passive participant in the preparation
and, if applicable, submission of an
MSA. However, with these new changes,
it’s possible the claimant may play a
more active role in the process –
especially if the MSA is submitted.
Claimant attorneys will undoubtedly
be on the frontlines in guiding and
counseling their clients with respect to
the new consent form and related aspects. 
This creates an increased responsibility

on the part of a claimant’s attorney to
the extent they’ll need to potentially
review and explain the following to
their client: 
• Submission Package
– See WCMSA Reference Guide,

v3.0, sec. 10
– This includes, but is not limited to,

such documents as a copy of the MSA,
medical records and payment history.
• Intent of the MSA
– See, in particular, WCMSA Reference

Guide, v.3.0, sections. 2.0 - 3.0 
– Submission Process
– See WCMSA Reference Guide,

v3.0, sections 9.0 - 9.6 
• Associated administration
– See WCMSA Reference Guide,

v.3.0, sections 17 - 19 

– See also
Self-Adminis-
tration Toolkit
for WCMSAs,
v.1.3
– Refer to a

pro fess iona l
administrator,
like Ametros,
who can assist.

Liability

MSAs have
been standard practice in workers’
compensation settlements now going
on 20 years. With numerous policy
memos, the WCMSA Reference Guide
established procedures for submission
and review – there are a clear frame-
work and policies in place in the
workers’ compensation arena.
However, CMS hasn’t provided the
same level of guidance and structure
for liability claims, even though CMS
has taken the general position, for at
least a decade now, that Medicare’s
interest should be considered when
settling a liability claim. 
At the end of 2018, CMS issued a

notice of anticipated rulemaking for
“future medical obligations,” which
has been widely speculated to formally
address Liability Medicare Set Asides
(LMSAs). In 2019, dates for issuing a
proposed rule were extended – most
recently to February 2020. Plaintiff
attorneys should keep a close eye on
whether CMS decides to institute
rulemaking around LMSAs. Any
regulations in this area would greatly
impact liability settlements and plaintiff
attorneys will need to understand the
implications of any rules, obligations
and guidelines and how they may
affect their client. 

Professional Administration 

CMS highly recommends the use of
professional administration, by indicating
that “[a]lthough beneficiaries may act
as their own administrators, it is highly
recommended that settlement recipients
consider the use of a professional
administrator for their funds.”
WCMSA Reference Guide, v.3.0, sec.
17.1. In version 3.0 of the WCMSA
Reference Guide, CMS also
announced, for the first time, a specific
use case where CMS highly recommends
professional administration: 
CMS highly recommends professional

administration where a claimant is
taking controlled substances that CMS
determines are ‘frequently abused
drugs’ according to CMS’ Part D Drug
Utilization Review (DUR) policy. 
See WCMSA Reference Guide, v.3.0,

sec. 17.1. CMS has identified opioids
and benzodiazepines as frequently
abused drugs. These medications are
common in MSAs and it is critical that
a claimant’s attorney takes CMS’s
guidance into consideration when
deciding how the MSA will be admin-
istered. With these new guidelines,
CMS is placing a greater emphasis on
claimant safety. In addition to ensuring
safety, having an MSA professionally
administered can also provide the
following peace of mind and vital benefits
to claimants and their attorneys:  
• The MSA will be administered

pursuant to CMS guidelines
• Reporting/attestation to Medicare

will occur timely and accurately 
• Risk of loss of benefits to the

claimant-beneficiary will be eliminated
• Extend the life of the MSA funds 

Medicare Conditional Payments  

Conditional payments are payments
made by Medicare related to treatment
for which an insurance carrier or self-
insured (known in the MSP as a primary
payer) is otherwise responsible. These
conditional payments are made on the

condition Medicare will be reimbursed
if there is responsibility demonstrated
under the MSP. This responsibility is
typically established by a primary
payer’s assumption of ongoing
responsibility for medicals (ORM) or
if there is a settlement. See 42 CFR
411.24(b); and 42 USC
1395y(b)(2)(B)(ii). Typically, ORM is
pertinent to workers’ compensation and
a settlement is applicable to both
workers’ compensation and liability claims. 

Workers’ Compensation: 
Post-Settlement Recovery 
Against Claimants

In workers’ compensation claims,
the entity charged with identifying
and recovering conditional payments
during the pendency of a claim (i.e.
during the period of assumption of
ORM and prior to a settlement) is the
Commercial Repayment Center (CRC).
While ORM is assumed, the primary
payer is identified as the debtor and
recovery occurs against the primary
payer. Following a settlement, in
workers’ compensation claims, the
Benefits Coordination & Recovery Center
(BCRC) is the applicable contractor
that seeks recovery against the
claimant-beneficiary as the debtor for
any conditional payments not previously
identified and demanded by the CRC
against the primary payer.
In some instances, if certain

conditional payments are not identified
by the CRC at the time of settlement,
the BCRC may subsequently identify
conditional payment charges for dates
of service prior to the settlement, but
which are asserted against the
claimant post-settlement. 
The claimant’s attorney is often the

first individual the claimant will ask
should he or she receive a post-
settlement conditional payment letter
or demand. The following may assist a
claimant’s attorney in addressing
these issues: 
• Ensure responsibility is established

in the settlement addressing the
contingency if a demand is asserted
post-settlement.
• If your client will be responsible,

ensure funds are adequately available
from the settlement to address a
potential demand and investigate with
the BCRC to ensure there is no lingering
exposure.
• Review all charges reflected on

the Payment Summary Form (the
addendum indicating line-item charges,
providers, dates of service and
amounts paid). 
• Engage in a dispute or appeal

with the BCRC to eliminate unrelated
charges or conditional payments for
which Medicare doesn’t have the right
to recoup.
• If the insurer is responsible,

ensure cooperation of your client by

having them execute the requisite
Medicare authorization – Proof of
Representation (POR) form – so the
carrier or their representative may
investigate and dispute, appeal and/or
resolve conditional payments.
• Seek the expertise of professionals

who are experienced in the area of
conditional payment compliance.

Liability: Department of 
Justice Involvement 

Over the last few years, the
Department of Justice (DOJ), through
the Offices of the U.S. Attorneys, has
issued notices of settlements with
plaintiff law firms over claims of failing
to provide reimbursement for Medicare
conditional payments. Last year, two
such settlements were announced. 
On March 18, 2019, a notice was

issued announcing a Maryland law
firm entered into a settlement
agreement with the government to
pay $250,000 to resolve allegations it
failed to reimburse Medicare for
conditional payments made on behalf
of the firm’s client. The U.S. Attorney
noted that “[t]his settlement reminds
attorneys of their obligation to
reimburse Medicare for conditional
payments after receiving settlement
or judgment proceeds for their clients.
This settlement should also remind
attorneys not to disburse settlement
proceeds until receipt of a final
demand from Medicare to pay the
outstanding debt.” 
In addition to the monetary aspect

of the settlement, the agreement with
the government also required the
firm to:
• Designate a person at the firm

responsible for paying Medicare
secondary payer debts;
• Train the designated employee to

ensure that the firm pays these debts
on a timely basis; and
• Review any outstanding debts

with the designated employee at least
every six months to ensure compliance.
On November 4, 2019, a settlement

agreement was announced with another
Maryland plaintiff ’s firm for
$91,406.98 for failing to reimburse
Medicare for conditional payments.
This settlement involved joint
representation, and to that end the
U.S. Attorney emphasized that,
“[p]laintiffs’ attorneys cannot refer a
case to or enter into a joint representation
agreement with co-counsel and simply
wash their hands clean of their
obligations to reimburse Medicare for
its conditional payments.” 
The DOJ’s enforcement of Medicare

reimbursement is an important area
to watch and plaintiff ’s counsel should
properly address Medicare conditional
payments. n

Deane is General Counsel at Ametros.

Shawn Deane
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Pa. Workers’ Compensation Act provides broad coverage
for injuries sustained both inside and outside of Pa.
By Shane Miller

There is little dispute that if a
Pennsylvania resident suffers a work
injury in the Commonwealth, the
injured employee can seek benefits
under the Pennsylvania Workers’
Compensation Act (Act). But things are
instantly more confusing if the injured
employee resides in a different state
or sustains the injury in a different state.
For example, what if a New Jersey

or Ohio resident suffers an injury
while working in Pennsylvania?
Conversely, what if a Pennsylvania
resident is injured while working in
New York or West Virginia? This article
will address whether a non-Penn-
sylvania resident can obtain workers’
compensation benefits under the Act for
a work injury suffered in Pennsylvania.
In addition, it will discuss whether
Pennsylvania residents can obtain
benefits under the Act for work
injuries sustained in other states.

Can a non-Pennsylvania resident
obtain workers’ compensation
benefits under the Act for a work
injury suffered in Pennsylvania?

The Act firmly establishes that
non-Pennsylvania residents who are
injured while working in Pennsylvania
can receive benefits under the Act.
The Act expressly states that it
applies “to all injuries occurring
within this Commonwealth, irrespective
of the place where the contract of hiring
was made, renewed, or extended…”

77 P.S. § 1 (emphasis added). The Act
thus applies to all compensable
injuries that occur in Pennsylvania,
regardless of the injured worker’s
residency or place of hire. See
Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corp. v.
W.C.A.B. (Sesco), 828 A.2d 1189, 1194
(Pa. Commw. Ct. 2003) (stating that
the Act applies to all injuries occurring
in Pennsylvania).
Given that non-Pennsylvania

residents can receive workers’
compensation benefits under the Act,
the Act sets forth a process for an out-
of-state employer to provide post-hoc
Pennsylvania insurance coverage.
Specifically, the out-of-state employer
can file a certificate from its own
state’s compensation authorities with
the Pennsylvania Department of

Labor & Industry indicating that the
employer has “secured the payment of
compensation under the workers’
compensation law of such other state
and that with respect to such injury
such employee is entitled to the
benefits provided under such law.” 77
P.S. § 411.2(c).
Upon proper certification, a

qualified self-insurer under the
second state’s law (i.e., the state
where the out-of-state employer is
domiciled) will be deemed to be a
qualified self-insured under the Act.
Similarly, an employer’s carrier will
(upon proper certification) be deemed
to be an insurer authorized to write
insurance under and subject to the
Act. Through this process, workers’
compensation coverage from the
second state becomes post-hoc cover-
age for the employee’s injury in
Pennsylvania. Once this post-hoc
coverage is established, the next
question becomes what benefits must
be paid to the injured employee. The
Act provides that a self-insurer who
obtains post-hoc Pennsylvania coverage
must pay full Pennsylvania benefits.
77 P.S. § 411.2(c)(3)(i). For an insured
entity, the carrier’s liability will be at
the level demanded by the domiciliary
state law, unless a special contractual
provision applies. 77 P.S. §
411.2(c)(3)(ii). The employer must
make up the difference between
Pennsylvania benefits and the benefits
required to be paid by the carrier
under the domiciliary state law. 77 P.S.
§ 411.2(c)(4).

Can Pennsylvania residents
obtain benefits under the Act for
work injuries suffered in other
states?

The Act also clearly establishes
that Pennsylvania residents can
receive benefits under the Act for
injuries sustained in other states,
provided that certain conditions are
met. Specifically, an injured worker
will be entitled to benefits for an
otherwise compensable injury that
occurred outside of Pennsylvania in
the following circumstances:
1. The employee’s employment is

“principally localized” in Pennsylvania;
or
2. The employee is working under a

contract of hire made in Pennsylvania
in employment not “principally
localized” in any state; or
3. The employee is working under a

contract of hire made in Pennsylvania
in employment “principally localized”
in another state whose workers’
compensation law is not applicable to
the employee’s employer; or
4. The employee is working under a

contract of hire made in Pennsylvania
for employment outside the United
States and Canada. 77 P.S. § 411.2(a).
The Act provides three methods for

determining if a person’s employment
is “principally localized” in Pennsylvania
(or another state). First, a person’s
employment is “principally localized”
in Pennsylvania (or another state) if
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Workers’ Compensation practitioners address
frequently asked workers’ compensation questions

Q. One of my employees was
injured at work yesterday and I didn’t
realize my workers’ compensation
policy expired two weeks ago. What
should I do?

A. My first 
recommendation
would be to renew
the workers’ com-
pensation policy as
soon as possible.
My second recom-
mendation would

be to determine whether a workers’
compensation policy from another
state could cover the lapse. In that
regard, I would ask whether the
employer is domiciled in a state other
than Pennsylvania, whether the
employer has workers’ compensation
insurance in that state, and determine
whether that state may also have
liability for that claim. In the event
that there is no argument that coverage
could be obtained under a policy with
another state, I would recommend
that the employer voluntarily pay the
claimant’s medical bills and wage loss,
if any, and obtain counsel to aggressively
pursue a settlement with the injured
worker in an effort to avoid potential
civil and/or criminal penalties.
Submitted by:
Charley T. Monroe, Esq. 
Weber Gallagher

Q. How many days do I have to
report my injury to my employer? Who
should I tell?

A. Employees must report injuries
within 120 days or the claim will be

barred; however,
failing to report
within 21 days will
result in loss of
benefits until notice
is provided. Injuries
should be reported
to a direct supervisor/

manager or the person specifically
designated by the employer.
Submitted by:
Phillip E. Kondrot, Esq.
Edgar Snyder & Associates LLC 

Q. After I had my accident, the
workers’ comp insurance paid for my
treatment. Afterward, my medical
provider sent me a bill indicating that
workers’ comp didn’t pay them
enough. Can they do that?

A. No. This
practice is com-
monly referred to
as “balance
billing” and is
expressly prohib-
ited by 34 Pa.
Code, Section

127.211 (a) of the Pa. Workers’
Compensation Act. Similarly, co-
payments and deductibles do not exist
under the Pennsylvania workers’
compensation laws. When treating for
a work injury, if a patient receives a
request for payment of any type
from a provider, this may be in 
indication of balance billing or the
workers’ compensation insurance
company has denied payment and/or
the bill was submitted to the injured
workers’ personal health care 
insurance.

Submitted by:
Rhett Cherkin, Esq. 
CBMC Law 

Q. Am I required to offer light duty
to my injured workers?  What if I don’t
have enough work?

A. Following a
work injury, an
employer is obli-
gated to offer a
modified duty job
to an injured worker
if one is available
within his or her

physical capabilities/work restrictions.
A job offer can be beneficial to both
the employer and the injured worker;
it can serve to mitigate an employer’s
workers’ compensation exposure, and
it can help the injured worker transition
to full-duty work. However, an
employer has a business to run and
operate, and is under no legal obligation,
per the workers’ compensation act, to
create a modified duty job for an
injured worker if one does not exist.
Submitted by:
Ryan Hauck, Esq.
Marshall Dennehey 

Q. As long as the injured worker is
getting unemployment, do I have to
turn in their claim? I don’t want them
getting double paid.

A. The receipt of unemployment
compensation is not a bar to the
receipt of workers’ compensation
benefits. The injured worker’s
employer will be entitled to a credit,
however, for any unemployment

c o m p e n s a t i o n
benefits received
by the injured
worker if it is
determined that he
is entitled to work-
ers’ compensation
wage loss benefits.

Failing to report their claim in a timely
fashion and within the time limits
under the Act may ultimately lead to
an inability to receive future benefits
after the injured worker’s unemployment
compensation benefits are exhausted.
Submitted by:
Stephanie C. D’Abarno, Esq.
Post & Schell, P.C.

Q. How many employees can I have
before I need workers’ compensation
insurance?

A. In considera-
tion of the manda-
tory and compulsive
nature of the
workers’ compen-
sation system in
Pe n n s y l v a n i a ,
there is no minimum

number of employees for participation
under the Act. Indeed, an employer
with only one employee will be found
liable for any injury, suffered by the
latter, which is found to arise in the
course of employment. Failure to
secure workers’ compensation
insurance is a criminal matter, and
may also expose the employer to a
civil suit for damages.
Submitted by:
Justin Beck
Thomas, Thomas & Hafer n

Michael D. McDowell, Esq.
Arbitrator and Mediator

labor • employment • securities
commercial • energy
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ACBA Website Design Program
Does your firm have an outdated website? No website at all? 
Are you looking to create a new online image for your practice? 

If so, the ACBA Website Design Program is your answer. Through the ACBA’s partnership 
with emBold, ACBA members can get a modern, professionally designed website at a very 

affordable price, with packages starting at $1,000.

For details, see ACBA.org/Websites. To get started, contact Brian Knavish, ACBA director of 
marketing and media relations, at bknavish@acba.org or 412-402-6620.
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Coming to a law school near you,
the Appeal Board College Tour
By Robert A. Krebs

When I started practicing law 35
years ago I was surprised to learn that
workers’ compensation had its own
parallel system of judges, rules,
procedures, appeals, caselaw and
statutes. Because workers’ compensation
is the exclusive forum for all work-
place injury, disease and death claims,
the cases can be complex with substantial
amounts in lost wages and medical
benefits at issue. The Workers’
Compensation Appeal Board on which
I serve hears appeals from the Decisions
and Orders of the approximately ninety
workers’ compensation judges throughout
the commonwealth in cases involving
traumatic injuries, occupational
diseases and fatal claims arising in
the course of employment. In 2019 the
seven members of the Board issued
over 1,000 full opinions in addition to
635 supersedeas orders and 389 other
orders including counsel fee petitions,
guardianship appointments and
miscellaneous petitions.
Typically, the Board hears argument

after which a commissioner is assigned
to draft an opinion which is then
circulated to the other commissioners
who may join the opinion or dissent. A
majority of all of the commissioners
joining the opinion is required for the
Board to issue a final decision. Further
appeals can be taken to Commonwealth

Court, which hears appeals from
determinations of government agencies.
Even though workers’ compensation

affects the lives of so many workers,
employers and the business community
as a whole, law schools have traditionally
paid little attention to this area of law.
To raise awareness of workers’
compensation in the academic
community, the Board started a
program of holding special argument
sessions at the law schools across the

state. So far, we have held these special
sessions at Duquesne University
School of Law, Temple University,
Villanova University School of Law,
the Penn State Law School and Widener
University Law School. Upcoming
special sessions are planned for the
Dickinson School of Law in March,
and the University of Pittsburgh
School of Law this November.
For the law school sessions, the

Board selects cases with basic issues

that the students can follow, such as
whether the claimant was an employee
or an independent contractor, whether
the injury or illness was sustained in
the course of employment and
whether there is jurisdiction of the
claim under the Pennsylvania Workers’
Compensation Act. We also look for
cases that might be of special interest
such as those involving professional
athletes or entertainers and the Steelers
and Eagles turn up in a number of our
appeals. Last September at Widener
Law School, we heard our first case on
the issue of whether an employer can
be required to reimburse a claimant
for the cost of medical marijuana for
treatment of his work-related condition.
Our first special argument session

was held at Duquesne Law School as
part of our regular Pittsburgh sitting.
Because I have been teaching an
employment law course that includes
workers’ compensation at Duquesne,
it seemed like that would be the logical
test market for this project. The session
was conducted by five members of the
Board sitting en banc and we were
introduced by then Dean and former
Superior Court Judge, Maureen Lally-
Green. Coincidentally, the next Spring
when we held a special argument ses-
sion at Villanova School of Law, we
were greeted by Associate Dean April

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY ROBERT KREBS

Sean B. Epstein addresses the Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board
from our argument session at Penn State Law. Left to right are:
Commissioners Thomas P. Cummings, Jr., Sandra D. Crawford, Robert
A. Krebs and Chairman Alfonso Frioni, Jr. 

Continued on page 20
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PHOTOS BY SHAUN HELMAN

More than 100 ACBA members turned out for the latest ACBA Members-Only
Happy Hour, held last month at the Boulevard Lounge inside the Distrikt Hotel.

Members-Only Happy Hour

Karen Galor, Kezia Taylor and President-Elect Elizabeth
Hughes enjoy networking and camaraderie.

Left: Victor Laurenza of 
KeyBank, the event sponsor,
networks with ACBA 
members.

Right: Tom Reilly shares a
laugh with Kevin Brown.
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the employee’s employer has a place
of business in Pennsylvania (or the
other state at issue) and the employee
regularly works at or from such place
of business. Alternatively, a person’s
employment is “principally localized”
if the employee worked at or from
the employer’s place of business in
Pennsylvania (or the other state at
issue) and the employee’s job duties
required him or her to go outside of
Pennsylvania (or the other state at
issue) for one year or less. Finally, if
the first two methods do not apply, a
person’s employment is “principally
localized” in Pennsylvania (or the
other state at issue) if the employee is
domiciled and spends a substantial
part of his or her working time in the
service of his or her employer in
Pennsylvania (or the other state at
issue). 77 P.S. § 411.2(d)(4).

Conclusion

In sum, the Act clearly provides
that all compensable injuries that
occur within Pennsylvania are eligible
for benefits under the Act, regardless
of whether the injured employee
resides in Pennsylvania or another
state. In addition, the Act establishes
that Pennsylvania residents may be
entitled to benefits under the Act for
work injuries suffered in other states. n

PA WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ACT
continued from page 16

Barton who had just been named as
the new Dean at Duquesne Law. Dean
Barton started at Duquesne this past
July and has just completed her first
semester as Dean here in Pittsburgh.
Following our Duquesne session,

the Board was invited to hear argument
at Temple University as part of the
centennial celebration of the Fox
School of Business which also houses
the school’s pre-law advising department.
Temple had already hosted similar
argument sessions of the Superior
Court and the Commonwealth Court,
and we were pleased to be included.
Our special session at Penn State

Law at University Park took place in
April of 2019 and was co-hosted by the
Law School and the School of Labor
and Employment Relations where
Paul Whitehead, the former Chief
Counsel to the United Steelworkers
Union, is a professor. Students and faculty
of both schools attended the argument,
resulting in a packed house.
Our latest special session was held

at Widener Law School in September.

APPEAL BOARD COLLEGE TOUR
continued from page 18

The session was attended by Dan
Schuckers, the former Prothonotary of
the Commonwealth Court who is currently
teaching workers’ compensation at
Widener, along with a number of
students and faculty members.
Afterwards, the commissioners got to
meet with the law students and get
their thoughts on the arguments and
listen to their career plans.
On behalf of the Board, I want to

extend our thanks to all the attorneys
who participated in these special
sessions. The level of advocacy has
been outstanding, and the students have
found the programs to be helpful in their
understanding of the law of workers’
compensation and appellate advocacy.
Special thanks to Board Chairman
Alfonso Frioni and Board Secretary
Steven Loux for making this project
happen and to all the commissioners
for the work they put in on this project.
We look forward to seeing everyone
this year at Dickinson and Pitt. n

Robert A. Krebs is Commissioner of the
Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation
Appeal Board.

Wonder if your decisions, legal advice or
other professional actions are ethical?
Members can get consultation on their

legal actions and potential actions through
the ACBA Professional Ethics Hotline.
See ACBA.org/OfficerAssignments for details.

Vis i t  us  today at
www.ACBA.org.
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PHOTOS BY MARK HIGGS

Ying Cao and Vijya Patel, co-chairs of the Asian Attorneys Committee,
and Mark Zheng, vice chair, celebrate the Year of the Rat during the 
9th Annual Lunar New Year Banquet at Chinatown Inn, downtown 
Pittsburgh, last month.

Lunar New Year Banquet

Katie Liu 
performs a 
t r a d i t i o n a l  
Chinese dance
during the live
entertainment
portion of the
evening. 

Chris and Annie Wildfire, Mark Zheng, Ying Cao, Vijya Patel, Casey
Crytzer and Sunny Yang anticipate the evening’s 10-course meal.

ACBA President Lori McMaster addresses a packed room just prior to
the banquet’s commencement.

Pittsburgh Legal Journal’s
2019 Court Opinions are for sale
in hardbound book and PDF

The Allegheny County Bar
Association is accepting orders for
its Pittsburgh Legal Journal Annual
Bound Volume of Opinions, Volume
167 (2019). 
And new this year, there is also an

identical PDF that can be purchased
and accessed immediately.
Both the 2019 PDF and the 8.5″ x

11″ hardbound book are a compilation
of all of the opinions published by the
Pittsburgh Legal Journal during 2019.
Both feature an alphabetical listing
of cases by case caption and by a
subject-matter index. These opinions
come from various divisions of the
Allegheny County Court of Common
Pleas, and they have been selected
based upon precedential value or
clarification of the law.
The hardbound book costs $225,

plus 7-percent Pennsylvania state sales
tax where applicable. Purchasers of
the hardbound book will receive the
2019 PDF version at no cost.
The online PDF sells for $100, plus

7-percent Pennsylvania state sales tax
where applicable. We also have PDFs

in our archives from previous years’
volumes. 
Those interested in purchasing the

2019 print or PDF version, please
email or call Melanie Goodwin, ACBA’s
Advertising and Sales Coordinator,
mgoodwin@acba.org or 412-261-6255.
Orders must be received by Friday,
March 6 for the hardbound book. 
The print volume will be distributed

in early spring 2020, and the 2019
electronic version will be emailed
upon receiving payment. For those
interested in buying PDF versions of
earlier years’ opinion volumes, please
contact Melanie Goodwin at the above
number or email address. 
An ACBA invoice will be sent after

an order is received. Payments must
be made by check (please note the
invoice number on the memo line),
payable to the Allegheny County Bar
Association, and mailed to:
Allegheny County Bar Association
Attn: Melanie Goodwin
400 Koppers Building
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 n

Join the ACBA Workers’ 
Compensation Section
For more information on the ACBA 
Workers’ Compensation Section, visit 

ACBA.org/Workers-Compensation-Section
or email liaison Amy Giesy at agiesy@acba.org.
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UPCOMING CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
from the ALLEGHENY COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

Bankruptcy Basics for the Non-Bankruptcy Practitioner
Thursday, March 5  |  8 a.m.  |  Koppers Building 
2 Substantive credits

What You Need to Know About Filing Your 
Individual Income Tax Return
Friday, March 6  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
3 Substantive credits

The Life of a Labor Contract: Negotiating the Contract
Friday, March 13  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 

2 Substantive credits

The SECURE Act and Retirement Planning
Wednesday, March 18  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
2 Substantive credits

Navigating Employee Stock Option Plans
Thursday, March 19  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
1 Substantive credit

The Life of a Labor Contract: After the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement is Signed
Friday, March 27  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 

2 Substantive credits

The Partnership Track: 
Everything You Didn’t Learn in Law School
Tuesday, March 31  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building
1 Substantive credit

A Behind-the-Scenes Look at Real Estate 
Transactions: From Property Search to Closing
Thursday, April 2  |  8:30 a.m.  |  Koppers Building 
4 Substantive credits

Crisis Communication: A Guide for Safeguarding 
Reputation and the Bottom Line
Friday, April 3  |  8:30 a.m.  |  Koppers Building 
3 Substantive credits

REGISTER TODAY  |  www.ACBA.org  |  412-402-6614

Contract Drafting Overview:
Tips and Tricks for Corporate Attorneys
Monday, April 6  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
1 Substantive credit

Race and College Admissions:
The Harvard Lawsuit and Recent Litigation
Tuesday, April 7  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
2 Substantive credits

Understanding China: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
Thursday, April 16  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
1 Substantive credit

Ethical Considerations When Lawyers Make 
Lateral Moves 
Friday, April 17  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
1 Ethics credit

Emeritus Status in Pennsylvania
Friday, May 1  |  Noon  |  Koppers Building 
1 Ethics credit

Edwin Stanton: The Pittsburgh Trial Lawyer, 
Before He Became Lincoln’s Warrior
Friday, May 22  |  8:30 a.m.  |  Koppers Building
1 Ethics credit  |  Free for ACBA members as part of 150th anniversary celebration

For CLEs available anytime, see the 
ACBA Online CLE Center at cle.acba.org.

More than 30 programs are available. 
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the potential loss of principal. wesbanco.com
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member of the firm’s Management
Committee. In addition to serving as
National Chair of the firm’s ADR
Practice Group, Cimini will continue
to serve the Employment Practice
Group as an Emeritus Member.

People on the Move
Marla N. Pres-

ley has been
named Managing
Principal of Jack-
son Lewis P.C. She
is a litigator focus-
ing on the repre-
sentation of
employers in wage
and hour disputes,
class and collec-
tive actions, and
claims of discrimi-
nation under Title

VII, the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act, the Americans with
Disabilities Act and various state tort
theories. She also appears regularly
before administrative judges and
agencies.

Jason L. Ott has joined Jackson
Kelly PLLC, as Counsel. He leads the
Tech & Data practice group. He consults
with clients on daily business and
counsels them regarding corporate
formation, corporate governance, data
hygiene, regulatory compliance,
FinTech, technology transactions and
deal support, and data privacy and
security matters. Jason also has
extensive experience in representing
clients in commercial bankruptcy

News and Notes
Daniel J. Sin-

clair has replaced
Samantha Ann
Quinn Stewart on
the ACBA Judici-
ary Committee. A
candidate for the
committee in the
2019 ACBA Elec-
tions, Sinclair was
selected by the
Board of Governors
to fill the vacancy.
The vacancy

resulted from Stewart obtaining a
position as judicial clerk with the Hon.
Stephanie L. Haines, who serves as a
District Judge with the U.S. District
Court for the Western District of PA in
Johnstown. ACBA by-laws preclude a
judicial clerk from serving on the
committee. Sinclair is a member at
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott.

Sally Griffith
Cimini has been
named National
Chair of Leech
Tishman’s Alter-
native Dispute
Resolution Prac-
tice Group. An
alternative dispute
resolution and
employment & labor
attorney, she has
served in various
leadership roles

within the firm, including Chair of the
Employment Practice Group and as a

Bar Briefs

Lawyers’ Mart
APPRAISALS

ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
2005. Expert Witness. Diminished Value. Certified 
Appraiser - K. Merusi. 412-731-2878.

ESTATE PLANNING
IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The Pittsburgh
Presbytery Foundation can provide a means to support
charitable work helping those in need throughout SW
Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation
at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or
Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext 318.

OFFICE SPACE
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE IN MT. LEBANON – Workspace
sharing designed for lawyers! Newly renovated:19 private

offices and shared 3 conference rooms, reception area,
kitchen and parking. Starting at $599/month. Daily,
weekly, virtual offices available. 412-253-4622 -
ogclaw.net/law-office-spaces.

OFFICE SUITE OR SINGLE OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE
in Uptown Pittsburgh, next to PPG Arena in a secured
building. Walking distance to Courts. Includes access 
to wi-fi and conference room. Perfect space for out of
town Attorneys for satellite offices or other business 
professionals. Contact Phil Scolieri 412-325-4340 or
pscolieri@scolierilaw.com.

PROCESS SERVICE
INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 412-921-
4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.

One Platform to
Efficiently Grow and
Manage Your Cases
and Practice.
 

Simple.
 
 
 

ACBA Member Benefit
Case & Practice Management Software

law offices of hall & copetas
Accepting referrals of Workers’ Compensation cases
and all types of accident and injury claims.

Contact us at
(412) 344-1333

matters and assisting lenders in loan
due diligence, documentation, and
facilitation, including distressed asset
funding and subsequent workout and
debt collection involving real estate
and hard asset-based lending.

Erica M.
Pietranton has
been elected 
partner at Leech
Tishman. A mem-
ber of the firm’s
Litigation Practice
Group, she focuses
her practice on
c o m m e r c i a l  
litigation matters,
including those for
both businesses
and individuals.

She has prior experience advocating
for clients with respect to a wide
variety of legal issues, including:
contract disputes, chemical exposure
and toxic torts, premises liability,
professional negligence, products
liability, and regulatory law in the

gaming industry,
among other
issues.

Rebecca Can-
terbury has been
promoted to the
position of partner
at Spivak Law Firm,
which handles all
areas of family
law and criminal
defense. Her family-
law practice

includes divorce and child custody
with a special focus on high-conflict
cases involving allegations of domestic
violence, parental alienation, and
substance abuse. She routinely
represents plaintiffs and defendants
at Protection From Abuse hearings.
Her criminal defense practice
concentrates on domestic violence,
PFA violations, and criminal-record
expungements. 

Change in Status
By Order of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, attorney Rosendo F.
Dacal has been placed on temporary
suspension from the Bar of this 
Commonwealth. The suspension took
effect on Jan. 29.

By Order of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, attorney Samir George
Hadeed has been suspended from the
practice of law in the Bar of this 
Commonwealth for a period of six
months reciprocal with Ohio. The 
suspension took effect on Jan. 16.

By Orders of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, attorneyMark B. Peduto
was granted reinstatement from a
three-year suspension and Robert
Langston Williams was granted
reinstatement from a five-year
suspension. The reinstatements took
effect on Jan. 21.
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